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NEW QUESTION: 1
You turn on a computer.
What happens first?
A. The Master Boot Record (MBR) is accessed.
B. The operating system is loaded.
C. The boot sector is accessed.
D. The BIOS is loaded.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
An organization plans to deploy many cloud-native applications
that will generate a considerable amount of east-west traffic.
The cloud-native applications will be deployed on hosts running
hyppervisors. Why would distributed routers be considered in
this design?
A. Enable network segment
B. Improve network performance between hosts
C. Protect against a physical router failure
D. Minimize Internet traffic
Answer: B
Explanation:
Distributed Virtual Router (DVR) aims to isolate the failure
domain of the traditional network node and to optimize network
traffic by eliminating the centralized L3 agent. It does that
by moving most of the routing previously performed on the
network node to the compute nodes.
* East/west traffic (Traffic between different networks in the
same tenant, for example between different tiers of your app)
previously all went through one of your network nodes whereas
with DVR it will bypass the network node, going directly
between the compute nodes hosting the VMs. Etc. References:
http://assafmuller.com/2015/04/15/distributedvirtual-routing-ov
erview-and-eastwest-routing/

NEW QUESTION: 3
A prearranged ACH payment normally includes which of the
following?
I) A fixed payment amount
II) A provision for immediate availability
III) A predetermined payment date
A. I, II and III
B. I and III
C. II and III
D. I and II
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
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Answer: A,C
Explanation:
Explanation
When you use the sync yes option in the event cli command, the
EEM applet runs before the CLI command is executed. The EEM
applet should set the _exit_status variable to indicate whether
the CLI command should be executed (_exit_status set to one) or
not (_exit_status set to zero).
With the sync no option, the EEM applet is executed in
background in parallel with the CLI command.
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